
 
description
Elevation

 

Tork Elevation® dispensers simplify and complement any environment, providing a clean, hygienic appearance. Our

new design ensures easy and intuitive maintenance, refilling and use. The Tork Elevation High-Capacity Bath Tissue

Dispensing System is a perfect fit for washrooms with limited space. The innovative auto-transfer feature promotes

hygiene and reduces refill maintenance time. Innovative and Hygienic Design - Promotes hygiene with covered roll

and auto-transfer features. Prevents waste by dropping the reserve roll only after the primary roll is depleted. Keeps

used roll core in the unit, keeping washroom floors clear of debris. High Capacity - Holds up to 2,000 two-ply sheets or

4,000 one-ply sheets. Contains 60 percent more tissue than conventional bath tissue dispensers. Reduced Costs -

Permits quicker, easier loading and fewer refills, reducing maintenance time. Prevents pilferage and reduces waste

with enclosed design. Requires rolls with core plugs. Replaces 209303A and 555620A. Also Available in Black

555628.

 

Tork Elevation High Capacity Bath Tissue Roll Dispenser
  Color: White

product properties
product system Material Height Width Depth Color

555620
T26 - high-capacity
bath tissue system

Plastic 14.2 in 6.3 in 6.46 in White



Tork Elevation High Capacity Bath Tissue Roll Dispenser
  Color: White

shipping data

package information

UPC

items 1

material Box

case information

SCC 10073286624960

items 1

packages 1

height 6.9 in

width 6.6 in

length 14.9 in

volume 0.4 ft3

net weight 2.50 lb

gross weight 3.04 lb

pallet

SCC

height 96.3 in

width 41.4 in

length 46.4 in

volume 106.9 ft3



 
description
Elevation

 

Tork Elevation® dispensers simplify and complement any environment, providing a clean, hygienic appearance. Our

new design ensures easy and intuitive maintenance, refilling and use. The Tork Elevation High-Capacity Bath Tissue

Dispensing System is a perfect fit for washrooms with limited space. The innovative auto-transfer feature promotes

hygiene and reduces refill maintenance time. Innovative and Hygienic Design - Promotes hygiene with covered roll

and auto-transfer features. Prevents waste by dropping the reserve roll only after the primary roll is depleted. Keeps

used roll core in the unit, keeping washroom floors clear of debris. High Capacity - Holds up to 2,000 two-ply sheets or

4,000 one-ply sheets. Contains 60 percent more tissue than conventional bath tissue dispensers. Reduced Costs -

Permits quicker, easier loading and fewer refills, reducing maintenance time. Prevents pilferage and reduces waste

with enclosed design. Requires rolls with core plugs. Replaces 209305A and 555628A. Also Available in White

555620.

 

Tork Elevation® High Capacity Bath Tissue Roll Dispenser,
Black
  Color: Black

product properties
product system Material Height Width Depth Color

555628
T26 - high-capacity
bath tissue system

Plastic 14.2 in 6.3 in 6.46 in Black



Tork Elevation® High Capacity Bath Tissue Roll Dispenser,
Black
  Color: Black

shipping data

package information

UPC

items 1

material Box

case information

SCC 10073286624977

items 1

packages 1

height 6.9 in

width 6.6 in

length 14.9 in

volume 0.4 ft3

net weight 2.50 lb

gross weight 3.04 lb

pallet

SCC

height 96.3 in

width 41.4 in

length 46.4 in

volume 106.9 ft3
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